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HOW FILTER BANDWIDTH AFFECTS MEASURES OF FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH for
five different chipping sparrow songs
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Figure 1. One-second excerpts from sonagrams of the five chipping sparrow song types used to explore
how measures of frequency bandwidth and therefore “vocal deviation” are affected by the filter
bandwidth used in software programs. Wide-band sonagrams (e.g., 270 Hz filter, as used on 5 of the 6
sonagrams) provide aesthetically pleasing sonagrams and accurate temporal measurements; narrowband sonagrams (e.g., 20 Hz filter) are essential for measuring frequency accurately. For song type 5, the
frequency bandwidth (at -24 db from max power) is shown for a 20 Hz filter bandwidth (red; 3578 to
6046 Hz) and a 270 Hz bandwidth (blue; 3270 to 6244 Hz; see also Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The filter bandwidth (i.e., frequency resolution) used in software programs strongly affects
measures of frequency bandwidth. Best filter bandwidths for chipping sparrows are from 10-30 Hz (I
used 20 Hz for analyses), after which resolution becomes increasingly less accurate. Primary curve is for
song type #5 (Figure 1), with only the 300 Hz bandwidth plotted for songs 1-4; "percent error" is the
difference in frequency bandwidth from that measured with a 20 Hz filter bandwidth. Frequency
resolutions used by different authors range widely; in black diamonds are plotted some of the high
extremes, at 350, 300, 195, 172, 98, and 94 Hz (Cramer & Price, 2007; Podos, 1997; Beebee, 2004;
DuBois et al., 2009; Ballentine et al., 2004; Vehrencamp et al., 2013, respectively). How the filter
bandwidth affects songs of other species awaits further description.
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